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She's One Sweet

SHOW GIRL

By EDWARD GROSSMAN
and TED WARD

Piano

Moderato

There's a little girl I know,

Who is all the rage.

She's just a tiny little Show Girl,

Who makes you stand right up and cheer,

And if you think that she's a

*Open strings
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slow girl, Just let me whisper in your ear:

Refrain

Two brown eyes that are full of bliss, Two red lips that are

made to kiss, Two pink cheeks that the roses miss; She's

one sweet Show Girl, Dazzling charms and an
an - gel face,  Dimp - led arms that can sure em - brace

With a style that is full of grace, She's one sweet

Show Girl.  May drink a bit and maybe

swear some,  May shrink a
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505-4 Show Girl
But when she starts to settle down, She'll look great in a wedding gown. What a break for some lucky clown, She's one sweet Show Girl.
BLOSSOMS
(That Bloom In The Moonlight)

By BEN BLACK and JAMES DIETRICH

Refrain

Blossoms that bloom in the moonlight

Bring back the June night When first we met.

Blossoms that bloom in the moonlight
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